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Education combines
initiative, academics

NEWS
Money available!

Editor's Note: This Is the first in a
three-part series dealing with the
problems of and the prospects for
quality education on the university
level.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Welfare workers Monday were braced for scores
of needy people wanting a share
of Cuyahoga County's SI million in
emergency funds, but they were
overwhelmed by some 2.000 people.
"As soon as the doors opened it
was mass confusion. Everybody
rushed for the doors. It was kind
of overwhelming at 8 a.m. to see so
many people waiting." said Jack
Mikovic, director of the program.
Officials said about 2.000 people were waiting in line at the downtown auditorium that the county
rented temporarily for its supplemental emergency assistance program.
County Administrator William
Plato said the county commissioners
agreed to use the general fund
money for the needy because of
cuts incurred in the county's share
of the state's emergency assistance.
Mikovic said a man in line was
rushed to the hospital with heart
problems, but otherwise people were
filing through quickly. He said the
Welfare Department expected to
take 5.000 applications on Monday
and would continue taking applications until there are enough qual
ified applicants to exhaust the SI
million fund.

by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

Poorly-spiked coffee
ST. CHARLES, Mo. (AP) — An unemployed nurse charged with killing her
fourth husband by spiking his beer
and wine with antifreeze may have
killed a previous husband and may
have tried to kill a third, a prosecutor
said Monday.
Authorities said the woman. Shirley Allen, had taken out a $25,000
life insurance policy on her 'husband and told neighbors he was
suffering from an inoperable
brain tumor as he became steadily
sicker from the antifreeze over a
period of months.
"We think there are suspicious
circumstances surrounding the death
of one of the woman's previous
husbands," said Bill Hannah, prosecuting attorney for St. Charles
County. "It appears to be an inexplicable death — sort of what would
have happened with this one if we
hadn't been tipped.'

weather
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Susan Anton performed for a full house Saturday night at Anderson Arena Anton highlighted an activity
filled weekend held in honor of Parents Day. See related story, page 3

gardless of sex, race or political affiliation," she said. "In doing this we
reflect ethical values to the next generation."
Students, instructors and administrators have a responsibility to propagate a quality education at the
University, Olscamp said.
This means students should not take
their education for granted, particularly when it has been paid for by
parents or other means of financial
aid, he said.
"A student shouldn't interfere with
others' learning" by doing such things
as making noise in the library or
destroying property, he said.
Instructors have the responsibility
to present course material objectively
and not allow their opinions to dominate, Olscamp said.
"An administrator's responsibility
is to facilitate the delivery of educational services," by soliciting financial support and other necessary
resourses, he added.

It is possible that for every high
school senior there is a different idea
of what college is all about - what
responsibilities they will be given,
what they have the right to expect
from the Institution and now the quality of the education will prepare them
to lead the life they have chosen.
Dr. Sandra Packard, dean of the
College of Education, said every student has the right to expect an institution to live up to the image presented
in its recruiting catalog.
"The catalog is like a contract"
because it makes a number of promises a student expects to be fulfilled,
she said.
"Students should not expect college
BETH CASEY, director of the Cento provide them with surrogate parents, a pre-planned social life or a ter for Educational Options, said that
guaranteed job after graduation," she a lack of secondary math and science
teachers has left universities with the
added.
A total education is comprised of added responsibility of offering some
several components, Packard said. high school level courses. She cited
Some do not involve classroom learn- two basic math courses designed to
teach mathematical skills on a high
ing.
school level that are currently being
"A UNIVERSITY should provide taught at the University.
Casey said that for a university to
student services, social activities,
counseling, available faculty mem- serve its students in the best way
bers outside of class and placement possible, it may have to take certain
services to help in finding a job," she nigh schools under its wing and spell
out programs that will prepare stusaid.
She added that these qualities can dents for further education.
"Colleges need to befriend high
add to a student's overall college
experience and ultimately his educa- schools, Casey said.
Packard said there are several eltion.
Values are also part of a quality ements that make up an overall qualeducation, University President Paul ity. "The most important lies in the
Olscamp said. Olscamp, who has hands of the students themselves,"
written several articles on the sub- she said, adding that a University has
ject, added that the teaching of ethics, a responsibility to add to the students
tradition, history, concepts (such as interest by creating a "zest" - enthuhuman rights) and civil behavior are siasm for what is being learned.
part of an education.
PACKARD SAID the only way to
"These aspects of values are
learned through study of other cul- facilitate this learning-through-intertures and beliefs as well as our own," est idea is to hire instructors that find
analogies, provide intellectual activhe added.
Packard said the teaching of mor- ities and provide as many resources
als, values and culture are a part of as possible, especially in the library.
the educational duties of a university. Another aspect of quality education,
Packard said, is for a university to
"AN EDUCATIONAL institution provide an environment that is "stimhas a responsibility to teach students ulating to learning growth."
to respect and work with others resee EDUCATION page 3

Begin testifies on Palestinian massacre
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister Menachem Begin testified Monday he feared waves of revenge
killings against Lebanese Moslems
for the murder of Christian leader
Bashir Gemayel, but never imagined
a slaughter of Palestinian civilians.
Begin also told the commission investigating Israel's conduct during
the mid-September massacre that he
had no advance knowledge of the

Israeli military's decision to send
Christian Phalange militias into the
Sabra and Chatilla refugee camps.
But he defended the decision by
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon and
military Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. RaCiel Eytan, repeatedly asserting
t "it occurred to no one that atrocities might be committed."
Begin's 47-minute testimony,
broadcast live on Israeli radio, shed

little new light on events leading to
the operation, which he said was
designed to sweep the camps for
Palestinian guerrilla resistance.
The three-man panel closely interrogated Begin on what his government knew about the massacre and
when, questions which many Israelis
anguished over when they demanded
a judicial inquiry into the murders of
hundreds of Palestinian refugees.

BEGIN HAp OPPOSED a full-scale
probe, but relented under public pressure and rumblings of discontent
within his coalition government.
The prime minister testified no one
reported to him about suspicions the
militia operation had turned into a
massacre that led Israeli army officers to halt the Phalangist action. He
said he did not know anything was
amiss until after the Phalangists left

the camps and he heard of the bloodbath by listening to the British Broadcasting Corp.
But evidence emerged in the questioning that indicated Eytan had
warned the Cabinet the Christians
were out for revenge after the Sept. 14
assassination of Bashir Gemayel,
then Lebanon's president-elect.
Citing minutes of a Cabinet meeting
held about an hour after the militias

entered the camps, the panel quoted
Eytan as saying, "the next thing that
will happen is an outpouring of vengeance ... the likes of which hasn't
happened before.
"I CAN ALREADY see in their eyes
what they are looking forward to ...
the whole establishment is already
sharpening its knives," Eytan was
quoted as saying.

Playing role of analyst

Astrologer reads charts
by Teresa Tarantino
reporter

Every morning, before there is time
for the first cup of coffee, the morning
paper is opened to the comic section.
You skim past Garfield and overlook
the perils of Superman in your frantic
search. Finally, you reach the astrology charts. You read each line with
renewed hope, "If you were born
today, watch your expenses, you may
encounter an old friend and reasoning
will advance your cause."
You may read and follow these
charts religiously, but according to
self-taught astrologer Ariel Dawson,
these predictions are nothing more
than "Broad generalizations that can
easily be applied to anyone."
Dawson, a former University English composition and literature lecturer and member of the Michigan
Federation of Astrologers, has been
interested in astrology for about 10
years.
Three years ago she began to draw
charts for her friends in the English
department. Primarily through word
of mouth, she has turned charting into
a lucrative pasttime.

Ariel Dawson

nhotn Patrick Sandor

anywhere from six to nine hours, less
than one hour of which is drawing up
the actual chart," she said.
The remaining five to eight hours
are spent interpreting and analyzing
what the chart reveals, she added.
The basic astrological chart, called
a natal or birth chart, reveals a person's fundamental personality traits,
she said. In order to draw a chart she
requires the exact time, place and
date of birth.
According to Dawson, from this
information a chart showing the location of the planets at the time of birth
is drawn.
"These charts differ from those in
the newspaper in that they show the
location of all the planets rather than
just the moon's. This makes them
(natal or birth charts) more accurate, "she said.
ONCE A CHART is drawn Dawson
spends up to eight hours interpreting

"Through a chart I can understand
a lot about a person," she said.
"Fears dealing with emotions or violence and where the difficulties arise
in overcoming them are usually very
evident."
THE PROCESS of drawing someAfter the chart is done, and her
one's chart is time-consuming, Daw- interpretations are completed she
sets up a time to discuss her work
son said.
"Doing a single chart can take with her client. These sessions can

last anywhere from two to four hours
depending on the chart and the persons' prior knowledge of astrology,
Dawson said.
"In some ways people come to me
like they come to an analyst," she
said. "It can be very draining to talk
to people I don't know personally."
Once the birth chart has been
drawn a transit can be done if the
client wishes, Dawson said. Transits,
unlike birth charts, can be used to
make specific predictions for a given
length of time.
"Transits give the location of the
Jilanets now in relation to their locaion at a person's birth. This makes
them more predictive than birth
charts." she added.
THE COST of having a chart drawn
is $30.00, said Dawson. The major
part of this fee is for the time spent in
analyzing the chart once it is drawn,
she said.
"You can't be too skeptical if you're
going to pay that kind of money," she
added.
Dawson said she finds she caters
more to women than men. She said
she believes women are less skeptical
of astrology than men.
"I've never had anyone tell me a
chart was inaccurate overall," she
said.
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PUCO - watchdogs to
help keep down rates
Now that the hoopla surrounding the elections is over,
it is time to take a look at some of the issues involved
and what the election results mean.
The voters in Ohio defeated a proposal for the direct
election of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio
(PUCO). Enough time was spent debating the merits of
such a move before the elections; now, we must accept
the verdict and deal with the situation as we may.
PUCO is the state regulatory agency for all Utility
operations in Ohio. They have the power to grant or
deny any request for Utility rate increases.
Those who proposed the direct election of PUCO did so
because of the tendency for PUCO to "rubber stamp"
rate requests in the past. Supporters of the proposal
sought to hold the commission responsible for its actions
through direct election of its members.
Now that the proposal was defeated, consumers must
find some other way of monitoring PUCO's decisions.
No single individual can ever hope to do this alone;
nor are there many persons capable of successfully
handling such a task even with the support of others.
For this reason, Ohio citizens must band together and
support the groups which have amassed the staff and
expertise to handle the job.
The Ohio Public Interest Campaign (OPIC) is one
such group. OPIC is best known for their work on the
recent price-fixing lawsuit against Fazio's which resulted in a $20 million settlement for the consumers of
Ohio.
OPIC has proven that it can do the job. We urge all our
readers to support them in their efforts.
As utility rates continue to skyrocket with no end in
sight, this becomes and increasingly important issue.
Many of those on the lower end of our wage scale risk
losing heat for good this winter. Many more will be
forced to ask the state for help through its various
assistance programs. With the state budget in the
condition it is, we cannot afford to increase welfare
expenses just because a few men in powerful positions
are sleeping with the utility companies.
Every responsible citizen who has looked at their
utility bill lately - or seen the condition of the state
budget - must think seriously of supporting OPIC, and
the other groups which monitor PUCO, in their efforts.
We feel mat it is an investment that will be returned in
full.

C1SG must lead the
protests for Union
Undergraduate Student Government has not shown a
lot of initiative recently. And we have yet to hear of
any significant action from them this year, aside from
the running of their own elections.
We think it's time that USG began to work for the
students and accomplish something of true worth to
them. The proposed changes in the Union offer a perfect
opportunity.
USG must begin now to stop these proposed changes
in uses of the Union. The issue should be at the top of the
agenda on Wednesday night's meeting. And rapid action
should be taken.
The issues here are clear-cut. The University should
not be allowed take the Union from the students. For all
intents and purposes, the students have paid for it, our
general fees have maintained it, and it is not now - nor
should it become - a University classroom building.
The University should find other space to house the
displaced classrooms. They can decrease the amount of
classroom space displaced by renovating different
sections of West Hall individually. And by housing the
classes in buildings other than the students' union.
This is not the time for students to ignore administrative actions. The University is attempting to displace
them from the Union - an action we feel should be
prevented.
We hope that USG will assume its rightful leadership
role and help the students to keep the administration
from taking a building which has, traditionally, been
ours.
THE BG NEWS
Editor
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Students protest Union change
Graduate students are resolved Student urges dissent and action
The temporary' changes to the Student Union announced in the November 4 issue of the B.G. News, i.e.
conversion of the Cardinal Room,

Comment
by Bob Rook, Tom Wilson,
and Ted Pearson

browsing Room, Side Door, and other
areas of the Union, sound permanent.
Temporary change, however, is not
the issue, as necessary campus renovation does require certain adjustments. Rather, permanent change
under the guise ot temporary adjustment is the issue in this instance
because of the amount of money involved and location of the rooms
selected. This issue justifies student
and faculty action to preserve the
integrity of the Union and the purposes for which it was established.
Bob McGeein, director of academic
facilities planning, announced that
expenses could "be as high as $115,000
or as low as $47,000." In a time of
budgetary crisis, $115,000 does not
sound like a temporary investment.
Also, a $68,000 cost differencial calls
into question the financial forethought
that went into these proposals.
With regard to the locations involved, if these changes are indeed
temporary and space allocation so
vital, what is wrong with partitioning
the Grand Ballroom or sections of the
third floor suites for classroom
space? While we admire the altruism
of UAO in their sacrifice of needed
office space to accommodate three
classrooms, we question their motivation. If indeed the UAO wants permanent first floor office space, they
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I am delighted to see someone practicing an older and more humane
form of humor, which according to
the great Orson Welles, is truning
inward and to oneself for a subject for
smiles.
Thank you for the undeserved compliment of referring to those of us who
generally handle fines as librarians.
Most of us have, alas, not aspired to
the high calling of librarian (I.e. faculty). I must handle fines, count
them, calculate them, and yes, reduce
then and I have only a few years of art
courses.
I am rather sorry we have not had
the opportunity to meet, though it is
still possible we might before your
studies are completed. Please do not
be alarmed, for it is not within my
power to withhold your diploma.
Our library may not breathe like
the gigantic heart (is that similar to
the pumping of the lung? We were not
required to take medical or physiology courses for studio art) of a wonderful collection like one formerly in
ancient Alexandria, but we do circulate quite a few monographs and
other types of material, which incidently, is only one of the many enlightening services we provide. (It is
tragic that your early library experience has left you filled with anxiety
and trepidation. One of our reference
librarians could help you discover
much comforting literature in the
social sciences and perhaps medical
areas). Of course, one of our primary
interests is giving our patrons the
chance to handle, touch, and even to
read our material. Would it help to
say that we really do not derive pleasure from fining our patrons and
students but have discovered the value of reminding them when they
forget to return an item and reinforcing that reminder with the vulgar
exchange of money from patron to
staff member? It is nasty, but someone has to do it.
We are actually mellow about the
subject of fines in some respects. The
library administration has not increased the amount of the fine or the
processing charge for quite a number
of years (1964), and we do not depend
on fine money to finance our book
purchasing. So we are free of a
"pound of flesh" mentality when it
comes to collecting.
Please do stop over and see me at
the science library some time, even if
it is not to pay a fine. I would love to
demonstrate to you that those of us
who have been forgiven much forgive
much.
Jtnny Corlall
Flnee and Reserves Supervisor
Math Selene* Library

Falcon football team
appreciates support
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Bob Rook and Tom Wilson are graduate students In Hlitory. Ted Pearson
Is a graduate student in American
Studies.

Student support is vital to the success of a football team. Miami and
Central Michigan have received great
support from their students over the
years, and the support and enthusiasm of the students has helped those
teams. Our football team is grateful
to the support we have received from
the student body this year, and look
forward to continued support as we
strive for the MAC championship.

Once again the University is about
to snatch away something that rightly
belongs to the students. What else is
new, you say? Well, this affects you.

Comment
by Anne E. David

>vo i

design lab or Apple lab in here?McDonald Quadrangle has several
calssrooms, and of course with declining enrollment being the excuse
for everything else, there has got to be
a few empty rooms on campus.
As a last resort, the Apple lab would
probably blend in very nicely with he
noisy first floor of the library, considering no one studies there anyway.
No problem, right? Renovation
does not take forever. These changes
are only temporary. It will be all over
in just two years!
By now, hopefully your feathers are
ruffled and you feel something should
be done. This Union is ours, so let's
not allow bureaucracy to take it from
beneath us. Let's prove we students
are not as apathetic as many seem to
believe.
Organize your groups and petition,
picket, start a rally, or write letters.
The student Union belongs to us.
Help hang on to it.

Our Student Union, "the center for
social and cultural activites," as the
University defines it, is about to be
changed.
West Hall, more commonly known
as The Old Music Building, is being
renovated. So what, right? WRONG!
the University simply nas "no other
alternative" but to move the Apple
microcomputer lab, the design lab,
and all the classes that meet there
into the Union.
For starters, there will be no more
SideDoor. The Apple lab is moving in
and taking over.
Remember the only quiet place to
go to escape with your studies? Yes, Anne E. David is a sophomore MISthe Browsing Room, too, will be no /Accounting major. She is from Lindmore. "The design lab has to go herst, OH.
somewhere."
With the "declining enrollment
Goblem" there is lust no other place
RESPOND
move classes but onto the third
floor of the Union. As a result, the
UAO office will be moved Into the
The BG News Opinion Page Is the
Cardinal Room, and the unique, cozy
cainpus forum for your comments
atmosphere of that restaurant will be
regarding something in The News
gone.
or anything of interest to the UniThere are many other places on
versity and community.
campus where these classes and labs
could be moved to. There is a quarter
Editor
of the Harshman cafeteria that is
being used for nothing. Kreischer has
The BG News
one half of its cafeteria space unoccu106 University Hall
pled and also the CEO honors Center

Library rejects 'pound of flesh'

LETTERS.

Trocy Collins
1-oPori.oio

should not do it under the guise of a
'temporary' arrangement. Furthermore, the conversion of the Union
space to office space undermines the
original intent of Uv> facility.
On April 12, 1958 BGSU President
Ralph McDonald dedicated the Union
"to the intellectual stimulation of our
students, our faculty, and all others
who make use of its facilities." McDonald futher esposed the hope that
the Union would encourage "more
frequent contacts between professor
and student...(engaging in) intellectual conversation and discussion in
both formal and informal gatherings..." The proposed changes to the
Union undermine this purpose.
Furthermore, the very existence of
the building is the result of student
initiative. In 1949, the student body
petitioned for the building of a new
Union and supported the idea with fee
increases to build the facility. Faculty
supported the idea as well. Today, a
portion of every student's general tee
continues to support the Union. This
long standing financial support and
obligation to the student Union justifies action in response to the proposed
temporary' changes. Last friday the
Graduate Student Senate resolved to
stop these changes; the remainder of
the student body should do the same.
In conclusion, we oppose the Union
alterations and, therefore, urge the
students and faculty to re-unite and
actively petition, as they did in the
1950's, to keep the Union as President
McDonald envisioned it, "the hearth
stone of the University."

The enthusiasm and support generated by the students played an important part as we stopped Western
Michigan's last drive in the final
minute on Oct. 2, and as we drove for
the winning field goal in the last 30
seconds against Northern Illinois on
Oct. 16.
On behalf of our football team, I
would like to encourage all Bowling
Green students to come out to Perry
Field on Saturday and help us win the
MAC Championship.
Most of you are aware athat we
need to average 17,000 in paid attendance for our home games to regain
Division I-A status. We are well on our
way to that goal, and feel it is critical
that we meet it. But equally importantly, we are trying to win a
champoinship, and want your support.
Thank you for your support so far
this season and we are looking forward to seeing and hearing you Saturday. With your help, we can beat Ball
State and continue to battle for the
championship.
Jack Gregory
Athletic Director

Railroad Issue falls;
reader dlscusted
Being a member of the Mad River
and Nickel Plate Railroad Society
(BeUevue, Ohio), I feel that I am
obligated to write to you to display my
utter disgust and disappointment concerning Tuesday's election results.
While this letter is not intended to
represent the views of the Society, I
feel that lam speaking for most rail
enthusiasts when I say that what this
state needs most is a viable rail
system. Issue 2 would have put us well
on the way to meeting this necessity,
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but through the neglect and apathy of
our voters, Issue 2 went down to a
solid defeat.
The opponents of this issue made
many untrue statements, but the time
has come to to set the record straight.
1) This train was an electric model
capable of ISO mph. Besides being
fait, it would have also been clean and
quiet running (unlike the gasolinepowered automobile).
2) The Ohio Rail Transportation
Authority would have been prohibited
from borrowing or creating any debt
for such a project. The proposed issue
even stated that no taxes were to be
used for the system after the year
2000.
3) The rail system would have created jobs (yeah, that's right - jobs,
those elusive things that no one can
find). Thousands of jobs would have
been created in such areas as railway
construction, and machinery/industry.
4) The present passenger rail systemin the U.S. is in dire need of aid. If
one would compare our rail passenger
system with that of. say. the Europeans or the Japanese, it would be a
not-so-funny joke - except to the
Europeans and the Japanese, who
probablycould not stop laughing.
5) Issue 2's high-speed railway was
not another AMTRAK. The ORTA
emphatically stated that comparing
the two would have been like comparing a Rolls Royce to an oxcart.
6) Opponents stated that there
would be no market for such a rail
system. To this charge, I must counter with the fact that any product (or
service) is represented through some
sort of public affairs/ marketing system. What is the result in the creation
of such a system? More jobs.
7) Let's face it, an injustice to the
people of Ohio was made on November 2nd. The funny thing is that we did
it to ourselves. In an age when jobs
are so scarce, it seems ludicrous that

anyone would vote "no" on Issue 2.
Sure, Issue 2 would have raised the
sales tax one percent, but the simple
fact is that the affairs of this state are
not going to get better unless we, its
citizens, put something (a catalyst tax money) Into it first. We would be
In a lot better shpae if people stopped
thinking about only money and
started thinking about what they can
do to ball us out of the mess that we
are In.
•
Blaln* Chanay
402 Conklln

Some trench students
disrupt classroom
I am appreciative of The BG News
and believe one of its most valuable
services is the airing of student views
in editorials. I would like to use this
service to give some advice to our
French guests at BGSU. The advice
concerns classroom conduct. There is
an old saying "when in Rome, do as
the Romans do." In the United States
we believe it is discourteous to talk
while an instructor is talking. Yet, In
a graduate class, that I am in. the
instructor has to make frequent appeals toward French students to quiet
down while he is speaking. The class
has students from Korea, Thailand.
Germany, Brazil, Cleveland, and
even the United States who are willing
to show common courtesy. I suggest
that if our guests do not care to act in
like fashion out of respect, then they
should understand as student ambassadors that their odorous behavior
reflects upon their country. I am not
trying to cut down French students,
but it is impossible to help noticing
poor classroom conduct.
John S. Shlpltalo
3A University Lane

by Garry Trudeau
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Committee suggests Social Security alterations
possibilities as gradually raising the
normal retirement age of 65, cutting
cost-of-livine increases and phasing
in a tax on Social Security benefits.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The National Commission on Social Security
Reform released on Monday a laundry list of methods to shore up the
system, ranging from higher gasoline
and whiskey taxes to belt-tightening
measures for the 36 million beneficiaries.
The 15-member panel is expected to
pick and choose later this week from
among the options laid out in the
background book prepared by its
staff.

Noticeably absent from the list is
any plan to make Social Security
voluntary or to jettison its so-called
."welfare" aspects, such as the 50
percent spouses' share of benefits or
the skewed formula that gives lowincome workers relatively more for
their payroll tax dollar.

The list suggests ways to revamp
the system, providing estimates of
savings and how much each idea
could contribute to eradicating Social
Security's deficits during the 1980s
and over the next 75 years.
The menu includes such unpopular

THE COMMISSION is scheduled to
hold a three-day decision-making
meeting starting Thursday in Alexandria, Va.
Social Security's old age fund,
which had to borrow for the first time
in history last month to cover the

Education
. . . from Page 1

Olscamp said that for a university
to offer such an environment, it must
have people who are learned and
involved in their field.
"We provide a faculty who are
living examples of what learning is
about," Olscamp said.
Olscamp said that a university's

duty is to provide every outlet it can to
facilitate the learning needs of a student. This, he added, is how we can
produce an educated person.
"An educated person has certain
Jualities that an uneducated (person)
oesn'thave," Olscamp said. "A university's job is to try to bring out
these qualities in its students."

black until roughly 2020, when the
November checks, faces shortages of ditures or both.
$100 billion to $200 billion during the
Payroll tax hikes already scheduled post-World War ft baby boom generarest of the 1980s. To cover that gap, for 1985,1986 and 1990 are expected to tion will be flooding into retirement.
the system needs either to generate reverse the sagging fortunes of the old The system then faces an even deeper
higher revenues or reduce its expen- age fund in thel990s and keep it in the sea of red ink.

The Medicare trust "fund, now
healthy, is expected to hit bottom
sometime between 1988 and 1995. A
separate blue-ribbon panel was sworn
in Monday to address its problems.

Anton repertoire lively but short
a review by Scott Sleek
news editor

skirt and black stockings, topped with
an orange BGSU windbreaker.

With an energetic stage presence
and an unmistakably toothy smile,
Susan Anton proved to be one of the
liveliest entertainers ever to perform
in Anderson Arena.
But it was the University Jazz Lab
Band and a vocal group calling themselves the Entertainment Company
that added an unusual completion to
the 1982 Parents Day Show.
Anton, who drew 4,200 students,
parents and University personnel into
Anderson Arena Saturday night,
swung her repertoire from high-powered pop tunes to soft ballads for
about an hour.
She bopped and boogied onto the
stage adorned in a black sequin mini-

Her sparkling ensemble was truly
representative of her enthusiasm on
stage. Accompanied by her own backup instrumentalists and a 22-piece
orchestra, she lead off with a rousing
jazz version of Pure Prairie League's
I'm Almost Ready." Other numbers
included "Love's Been a Little Bit
Hard," "You Should Hear How She
Talks About You," and her Top 10
country hit, "Killin' Time."
SHE DISPLAYED true vocal exKrtise in her renditions of "Endless
ve" and Bette Midler's "The
Rose."
But while her voice crooned and

rocked her audience, her dialogue
that served as a transition from one
number to the next proved to be her
flaw. The flirtatious quality of her
mini-monologues diminished the effects of her sophisticated vocal talents. Her jokes about her relationship
with actor/musician Dudley Moore
(Anton said their song is "I've Got
You Under My Chin,") were told with
a mundane comedy technique that
was an unneccessary component of
her performance.
Another drawback to Anton's performance was a finale that came
unexpectedly and early. She invited
Olympic and world figure skating
champion Scott Hamilton onto the
stage, bringing her act to a close with
the Pointer Sister's "Should I Do It?"

By the end of the number she had
Hamilton dancing with her, reminiscent of a performance they made
in a recently-televised 25th anniversary celebration of ABC's Wide World
of Sports.
THE UNIVERSITY Jazz Lab Band
led off the evening's entertainment
with Glenn Miller's "In the Mood,"
commencing the performance of a
series of hits from the Big Band era.
The Entertainment Company, composed of six University students, performed a history of musical hits, each
of which portrayed an era in America
Culture. Their numbers included
"Somewhere Over the Rainbow,"
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy," Elvis
Presley's "Hound Dog" and the
Beatle s "Yesterday."
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A new music nightclub in Toledo
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COUPON

FREE V2 ORDER
OF FRENCH
BREAD PIZZA
With any pizza with on* or more items
IT WHEN ORDERING
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OPEN 4:00 P.m.
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Free Delivery

U.S. *3 North
-rogAST415|ocor

I
I
I

-to We-s-r ^nS
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Ph. 352-5166
203 North fT1ain|

Nov. 11 NRBQ

ONE COUPON PER PIZZR
EXPIRES 11/30/82

3414 Sytvania/475-4381

DIBendetto's SUB Mt UUICk1"

PREPARE FOR

I VOTED BEST PIZZH IN B.G. II

143 E. Wooster
Delivery starts
at 4:30

MCATLSATGMAT
SATACTDATGRE-CPA
> Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends
> low hourly cost Dedicated
lull lime staff.
• Complete IEST-NTAPE"
facilities tor review of
class lessons and supple
menlary materials.
i Classes taught by skilled
instructors

352-4663

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
• Voluminous home study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
eiperl in Iheir field

. o**.' •""*

a*

• Opportunity lo transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 10S centers.

*
Purchase of 8" Sub

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GR£ PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCAt • OCAI • VAT • TOEFL
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMC • FLEX • NDB • RN BOS
SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS

1

a
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Ca" Days Eves * Weekends

KAPLAN

(419) 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
TOLEDO OHIO
43606

TEST PflEMRATON
SPECIALISTS Sa*C( 1938

a- i»i]'"af<on eVbovt ot-e C««t».
o-tudjt a r vat*
uu Ik. »n e0O?21UI?

I
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Purchase of 8" Sub
Expires! i/30/82

, O^-r-
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!V
I Purchase of 2 8" Subs
Expires 11/30/82
""■«»
I IfOU/Ol

2 ft. Decathlon
cxuaos
| Ifou/tn
Expires 11/30/82

BILL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!
Coming This Thursday
Tt's new wave night at
the Sidedoor w/"VAGUELY FAMILIAR"
8-1 PM$1.50

V

1&GA^

»* Make Your
Reservations Today
104 South Main Slrttl

J
Join Our
Celebration
354-1232

DA YTIME FESTIVITIES
Tiiaaday, NO¥. 9th
12:00
Com* witch Linda work as she prepares a
Thanksgiving theme luncheon of turkey breast with
Boston salad and wine lor only
COS
Undt hm bom aoucatatf m Pans and a curronay rnr dncut or ma
Craaava Cookng Sonooi a' Gourmor Cunovfla* and doM *va
aaauiaisafciiii on AM alaoanWt on Crawnar 2*
ACRYLIC PAINTING DEMONSTRATION WITH DON
CHMSS
W eoneeda y, Nov. 10th
12:00
Open Face Roast Beet w^maahed potatcss 4 gravy
3.46
SM trm wo* known ToloOO Ami who roconOy pa-iwd tfw Hon Judoa
Don J. Young orooto a ooouotul <aaaraoa ooToro your eyes
FASHION SHOW WITH PFISTERER'S—QLAWEUX AND
HIS LAMES' TWEEDS
Thoraday, Hoy. 11th
.
12:00
Chicken and Broccoi crapes with dinner salad
3.(5
Oar aoma KMaa ibr your apouaa's Chraanaa ana or Aaaoama ID sea ma

moot m looNorm

MAGIC SHOW WITH DAN HARLAN
Friday, NOT. 12th
12:00
Ham and Swiss sandwtch on Rya with Irench Ines
3.46
Dan at a mactar of Lagar Oakiam m atytaa ranging front Slapattc* to
Eacapmt* maooan mlhamnot Dawd Coopafflaaf.
LET'S LET THE KIDS HAVE SOME FUN
Saturday, Nov. 13th
9:00 am to 12:00
Santa Claua ** bm oom-ng thrv town marly trm ymar to chmc* on hm
tmaaomsWrnl amo bm anomng cartbom on our wtda tenon TV and a
tpacat ma* mam ahow Bloody Marys wW bm naattm tor Mom and Dad
FASHION SHOW WITH UHLMAN'S
Saturday, Nov. 13th
2:00
Hot Pastrami w■ Swiss on Rye broad wW. tries tor only
3.25
Trms ona n dmatgnmd pnmarwy tor,man but woman an oartamty wicomm
UHlAMiV Swdba modatng woman a cnfma toghmyou Cfmtmaa itfaaa
Wa a haw me coamgm 'ootoal gamma on worn acraan TV

MILTON'S NIGHT FESTIVITIES
Si* Fun-hUed Dinner Shows mm rVMks A*** and the Ait Heeds

Milton s 1st Anniversary
Celebration

354-1232

FREE APPETIZERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
FROM 5:00 to 7:00 DAILY

Make Your Reservations For
The Willie SUlie Dinner Stows
Maaaawtf Faf Sjr Cooolij laa*)

A REPRESENTATIVE FROM BAILEYS
WILL BE AT MILTON'S
Thurs., Nov. 11th
DATEMATE

Thurt., Nov. 11 th

video datrtg service For one low fee you become a Irving
volume In Detemate's coay-aound-video dating Nxary
Corrtdsnhaay guorornooo-No dectoeura ot nMnMaa uraras Coal aaraa'

TOO

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
special times: like after the party, before the party, and, of
course, during the party.
But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade.

SCHLITZ MALT UOUOR.
DON T SAY BEER SAY BULL!
C 1979 Jos Schliti Brewing Co. Milwaukee and other great cities

|
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Prisoners die in jail fire
BILOXI, Miss. (AP) Twenty-seven prisoners
died in their county Jail
cells early Monday when a
former mental patient set
a fire in a padded cell and
thick, choking smoke
raced through the ventilation system, knocking out
the jailer who had the
keys.
An additional 61 people
were injured, including

Men, police officers and inmates of
the Harrison County Jail almost all by smoke inhalation. Hospitals said 10
inmates and a jailer were
in critical condition.
"The ones that stayed
alive got wet towels and
wrapped them around
their face or got in a
shower and put wet blankets over them." said

at

St

Applications
will be accepted
for

Dexter's Restaurant

Charlie Acevedo, an inmate hospitalized for
smoke inhalation. "The
ones that didn't, died."
The former mental patient was being charged
with 27 counts of capital
murder, said Albert Necaise, the district attorney
for Harrison County. Those
killed included 25 men and
two women.
The inmates were asleep
when the fire started at
about 1:30 a.m. and they
were quickly overcome by
smoke from the smoldering polyurethane, a synthetic material used as
protective padding in an
isolation cell, saia Harold
Windham, an assistant fire
chief.
THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT disclosed
Monday that it has been
investigating complaints
of overcrowding and "en-

510 E. Wooster
on

vironmental deficiencies"
at the Biloxi jail.
John Wilson, a spokesman for the department's
civil rights division, said
the division "will now accelerate its investigation."
Wilson said that the department had received
complaints about conditions in the jail at Biloxi
and another county Jail in
Gulfport, Miss., and began
its investigation in September.
Sheriff Howard Hobbs
said the fire was started by
inmate Robert Pates, 31, of
Granite City, 111., who had
been arrested Saturday
and Sunday on charges of
public drunkenness. Pates
was incoherent Sunday
and deputies held him at
the jail because they believed he was a danger to
himself and others, the
sheriff said.

ZJkt fi.Cj.S.U- Cjoiptl C-koir
J-'rtitnlit

Wednesday
November 10, 1982

1982 DattCofic.rt .nUtt.J

aUon I \~jive

104pm

Up

'jU~U MJM. W*,u Bit,.

Counter help and people with
some grill experience needed

Sal., Tlov.13, 1982

8,00pm
^MdmUiion: $1.00 in advance
SI.75 al llu door
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Looking For
A Career?

* MAC TITLE
* CALIFORNIA BOWL
* 17,000 ATTENDANCE
* DIVISION l-A STATUS
* PRIDE IN YOUR SCHOOL
* UNDEFEA TED HOME
SEASON

Register with the
Career Placement
Registry

Your qualifications will be
instantly available to over
8000 employers Total
cost $8. No other fees
charged. Over 5000
seniors already registered
It costs nothing to find out
more about CPR. Just
complete and return the
coupon.
For Faster Action Call
Toll-Free 1-800-368-3093
In Virginia (703) 683-1085

BO,

Mee.-Set.

II e.H. U3I.I.
fip.res No. 13 1982
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Mea.-Set.
11e.ai.le3e

$1°°

f«p.f« Nov 13. 198?

Prisoners' rights groups, fire
safety officials and jailers warned
Monday that fires like the one that
killed 27 prisoners in Biloxi, Miss.,
could ha
i in almost any jail in
the conn
"What
in Biloxi can
happen
anywhere you
have a
density of pec
people who
don't wan 3 be where they are or
who are mixed in with people who
don't want to be there," Sheriff

"Fire is something anybody in
corrections dreadfully fears," said
Larry Koch, the Jail administrator
in Indianapolis. "It's just something you hope you are never faced
with?'

«pir« No. 13. 198}

AFTER A FIRE started by an
inmate under psychological evaluation killed seven people at the
Hudson County jail in Jersey Ota,
N.J., in April, officials did studies
that showed polyurethane mattresses can be consumed by flames
within eight minutes and can produce lethal, billowing smoke within
three minutes.

The fire at the Harrison County
jail in Biloxi was started by a
mentally troubled inmate in a
padded cell, officials said. Poisonous smoke rolled through the jail,

possibly on to the Miss America Pageant, she said.
TO BE ELIGIBLE to compete for
Planning stages for the 1962-83 Miss the title of Miss BGSU, a woman must
BGSU Scholarship Pageant have been be registered at the University. She
an on-going task since the beginning must De 26 years old or under. Perof the semester, according to Judy sons who have been married, who
Market, contestant coordinator for have cohabitated or who have been
pregnant are ineligible, Markel said.
the pageant.
Meetings will be held every Monday
"We're looking for talented, allaround personable women to enter and Wednesday through the semester
for women in the competition. The
the competition," she said.
About 40 women so far have ex- women are required to attend one of
pressed an interest in competing this the two meetings each week, she said.
year, Market said. That is about twice For the first three weeks of next
as many as competed last year, she semester the meetings will be held
nightly, she added.
added.
We work with the girls on every
The pageant will be held February
3-5 in Kobacker Hall. The deadline for aspect of the competition except talthe $60 entry fee is November 15. It is ent," she said.- "The talent is up to
encouraged that the fee be paid by them entirely."
However, the executive committee
sponsors rather than by the contestant herself, Markel said, adding that helps each Individual with lighting
ana
other aspects of performing on
women usually do not have any problems finding businesses, organiza- stage, she said.
The committee also presents
tions or parents willing to sponsor
workshops at weekly meetings on
them.
The winner of the competition will aspects of dress, speech and posture,
go to the Miss Ohio Pageant and she said.
by Vlckl Relnhart
staff reporter

MAJOlt

8 pr< MOT AudMonuNI
3 ptn mrtnM NownMr 20
Fof (Marvilonlctfl 372-2719

by Bernard Shaw
November 11-13. 17-20

The competition is based 50 percent
on talent and 50 percent on interviews, swimsuit and evening gown
competition, she said.
THE TALENT portion of the competition consists of a three minute
demonstration to be performed on
stage in front of the judges, she said.
The other three competitions count
16 and two-thirds percent each,
Markel said.
The interview with the judges is not
open to the public, she said. Judges
ask each woman questions about ner
goals and experiences ancTabout current events.
In the swimsuit and the evening
!;own competitions, the judges are
ooking for personality, poise, grace
and posture, she said.
"How she presents herself to the
audience is important," Markel said.
About 200 people have worked so far
this year to make the pageant possible. By February, 300-400 will have
worked in some aspect of the pageant,
she said.

Congratulations
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Advertising
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TENTH ANNUAL
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GMAT

Put the Profit in Your Pocket

SALE

ttme

Bar-B-Q Pork
Sandwich
and
.Salad Bar
Mee.-Set
$|9»
11 a.m. lei e.H

asphyxiating prisoners before they
could be freed. Besides the dead, 61
people were injured,.

Recruitments for Miss BGSCJ
scholarship pageant underway

Ca*»e» Placemen) ftegmr* fee
303 S.tnn Avajnaj*
Ate.arxJr... VWgMia 21301

Lunch Time Coupon Specials
Chicken Fiiet
Sandwich
ond
Salad Bar

Charles Fotl said in New Orleans.

Tha National Computerized
Employment Searching
Service

Slate

Breaded Veal
Sandwich
and
Salad Bar
Geee

by the Aaaoclated Preaa

Seniors!

THIS IS IT!

FALCONS vs. E. MICHIGAN
SATURDAY 1:30
DON'T MISS THIS GAME!

Biloxi fire possible in any jail

20% off on all Paperbacks

ClASSIS NO* KIHWiKi.
SCMINARSMHO YIARflOtlNlJ

TWO DAYS ONLY

Columbus • Qavttond
Toledo • Ann Arbor

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
November 9 and 10

In Columbus (614) 464 4414
In Cleveland (216) 361-6643

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

Unnwruty T»sl PrttparatK>t> SiTh« Tttt SpmriBHsti

Hours: 8:00-5:00. Monday-Friday 9:00-5:00 Saturday
■^—■"■■W-WM,.,,,

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

FREE
Monogramming

PARTY

-if you want to have one.
we'll help!
, /O
we'll supply
W
•party hats\
•decorations
• birthday cake upon request
-booths can be reserved
(great for surprise parties)
PMMVs

440
E. Court

EAST

352-1596
fi'tftt

Day Service
Often Available - Phone First

352-703I
Great For
Christmas Gifts

l
_^_
4T^f~*V
■w»*4"*» _

FREE Monogramming on any Sweater
purchased THIS WEEK ONLY. Choose
from our large selection of Classics
in Shetlands and acrylics.

Muvik e.vu-5 10 w '
lt*§i KftAMltt ftOAO
eowiiNo ««ec»« OMIU

SHU**

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge Street
—

•-• --7
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CONGRATULATIONS!

6-VAK TICK VP
WINNERS

WETICKED TJPGASH...
$1000 WINNERS

1. Alpha Tau Omega
2. Delta Tau Delta
3. Tau Kappa Epsilon

We would like to thank all groups that made the 6Pak Pick up a huge success. This year we collected
4300 more pounds than last year.

$500 WINNERS

4. Phi Kappa Tau
5. Kreischer Quad
6. Delta Zeta

Miller-Lite-Lowenbrau-Magnum
Distrubuted locally by Acme Beverage, Findlay, Ohio
200 Stanford Pkwy.
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He's not faster than a speeding bullet nor more
powerful than a locomative, but to his class of sixth
grade pupils, student teacher Jeff Burkett straddles
that fine line between being a teacher and a friend.
The patriotic song has been sung, the
pledge of allegiance recited, and with
the Good Morning America send-off
of, "go out and make it a great day",
classes begin at Conneaut Elementary School for student teacher Jeff
Burkett and his sixth grade pupils.
Burkett, a senior elementary education major, is teaching reading and
math at Conneaut as part of his ten
week student teaching requirement.
Teaching sixth graders was Burkett's
choice.
"I'm most familiar with that age
group," he said. "You can do more
challenging things with them."
Seven summers of working at a
Lutheran church camp have nelped
frepare Burkett for his teaching duies, although he admits to being a bit
nervous in the beginning.
"I think everyone has a period when
they're nervous in front of the class,"
he said. "I think nervousness makes
you a better teacher. Nervous excitement that is - not nervous paranoia."
According to Burkett, the breakthrough comes, "when you're making
it interesting and not just lecturing.
Aside from his teaching duties, Burkett must also prepare extensive lesson plans, grade papers, take bus
duty and playground watch and help
with psychological testing.
His classes at the University have
provided him with much of the necessary background for teaching, but
Burkett said, "There are certain
things the classroom can't teach
you. For example, he noted the
interaction with children that can
only be achieved through first-hand
experience.
Burkett sees the most challenging
aspect of his job as, "Finding a line
between being a friend and teacher."

He also said, however, that "finding
the right place between what I think is
right and what the cooperating teacher feels is right," is important.
During his ten weeks of teaching
and at their completion. Burkett's
performance is evaluated by his cooperating teacher, Mike Campbell and
University supervisor, Dr. JoAnn
Reynolds.
Satisfactory completion results
when Burkett passes such tests as
classroom technique, preparation,
class management, attitude, personality and dress. Improvement towards the end is essential.
Burkett was recently part of a four
person group to represent the University Marching Band by performing at
the opening ceremonies of Epcot Center, part of Disney World at Lake
Buena Vista, Florida.
The trip was sponsored by Disney,
and Burkett took the opportunity to
interview for a job with Disney while
he was there. He also put together a
lecture where he'll present movies,
photographs and information about
Epcot Center to his students.
Upon graduating in December, Burkett hopes to obtain a job with Disney,
but should this fall through he will put
his name on the substitute list and
stay in Bowling Green. He said it is
easier to interview with the Placement Office at the University.
The teaching field is pretty stagnate
now, Burkett said, but he feels he may
have a little better chance than females because there are fewer males
in elementary teaching. He also said,
"I was always told by teachers that
any district will hire good teachers."
That's what Jeff Burkett is striving to
become.

Student teacher, Jeff Burkett explains a tough math problem
to students.(top) and then draws it out on the board, (tbove).
Between class sections Burkett shares a casual moment with
Laura Applebaum (left).

Story and Photos by Liz Kelly
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SKI WITH THE PEOPLE
WHO KNOW WHERE TO GO!
*»SK1 STEAMBOAT**

1 Men swimmers place second
by Steven Qulnn

Bowling Green's men's
swim team began its season with a second place
finish in the Tom Stubbs
Relays, last weekend, at
Cooper Pool.
This was the first year
the relays have included
men's teams.

•Payment Due
•Few spaces still available

SKI CLUB MEETING
Tuesday, November 9
8:00 pm 070 Overman Hall
Speaker from Mountain Man will

C

be discussing ski maintenance and
waxing

o
u

SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS!!!
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BG won only three
events, but placed well
enough in the remaining
events to post a secondplace score of 204.
And that was enough to
keep BG head coach Ron
Zwierlein far from being
disappointed.
"We swam extremely
well. If this is a prelude of
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COUPON

WOMEN'S CAUCUS
c

Brown Big Luncheon

0

with
Dr. Karl Vogt - Interim Yice-Presideni
for Academic Affairs
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WEDNESDA Y, NOVEMBER 10
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14" 1 - ITEM PIZZA - *5.00f
EAT IN - PICK UP ONLY
EXP. 12/31/82

123 WEST HALL

11:30-1:00

Topics To Be Discussed:
-The Status of Womem at BGSU
-Salary Issues Affecting Women at BGSU
-Exigency: How Will Any Such Plan Affect Women?
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Bowling Green's soccer team defeated Xavier, 2-1, on a goal by freshman Mark Jackson with only 34
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
seconds remaining in the match, last
HUIIUH HKIIIH IIM'IIJ Sunday, in Cincinnati.
Ml.lHi:iM [ILII'JU HH11H
The Falcons are now 11-7 with one
IlllHUH UBMUtlHIlt'llI
remaining, while Xavier finfxiu iiiumi'i UUHHUH game
ished their season at 8-8-2.
Hf.nillUHU UUUli
With the victory, the Falcons tied
I.IHHHHHIILIIJMH HUH the school record for most wins in a
uuiiH
tJi'iu
I'lunu season set by last year's squad. The
game also marked the first victory for
II 111111.111.111 HUH
IJHMII III Jill 1UI1I1 BG in which an opponent has scored;
llf.lUHHIl MHI1M UliU each of the Falcons' previous 10 victories had come on shutouts.
Jackson got the game-winner on a
UUUli I'lHUU HLJLltlH
T
IIEINI1 l»l°l"l
header into the Xavier goal after a
LLEULLB
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Pick up applications
and sign up for
interviews Nov. 1-10
in 405 Student Services
Interviews will be held
Nov. 14,15, and 16.
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NOV. 9-CINEMA NIGHT
NOV. 10-NIGHT AT THE PLAYBOY CLUB
NOV. 11—AIR BAND NIGHT
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352-5166

y

COUPON PER PIZZA

FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
cCOUPON*

Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

Any small pizza
with one or more items

rtuvLiti'

FreeDe,ivef

y

4 P.m. GOOD THRU n/30/82
Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
iCOUPONsoooooo

$2 OFF
Any large pizza
with one or more items
Free Delivery
D|Z5SJV^

|-TZZCloptH

4 pm

as the Falcons were caught switching
defenses. Xavier's Jim Sandman got
credit for the assist before Jackson
iced the game in the last minute for
the Falcons.
"We played rather well considering
the conditions of the field," BG coach
Gary Palmisano said. "It was a dirt
field and extremely hard; to give you
some idea of how bad it was, some of
the Xavier players weie wearing
sneakers."
The Falcons will conclude their 1982
season this Saturday, when they meet
highly-regarded Evansville at 2 p.m.
at Mickey Cochrane Field.

Mrs. Melvyn Pelvik cordially invites you to see

MELVYN PELVIK
and

3

the THRUSTERS

§
o

HOWARD'S CLUB H

o

at

Tuesday & Wednesday. Nov. 9&10 (9:30)

210 N. Main
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COUPON PER PIZZA
GOOD THRU n/30/82

352-5166
Voted Best Pizza In B.G
ooBooooeocCOUPONaooogooooood

— COUPON —

- COUPON—""
2 pieces of chicken
potatoes and gravey- roll

$1
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•2 pieces of chicken
potatoes and graveyroll

$1.35"

| »o«i INC o»n»

Expires 11/23/82

P|_Ha",,v,,,-'*ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

352-5166

corner kick by the BG's Neil Ridgway. It was Jackson's seventh goal of
the season and Ridgway's 10th assist.
Ridgway, who now has 28 points for
the season, is only one point away
from tying BG's single-season point
record.
The Falcons were the first to score
at the 26:25 mark of the first half. Bob
Theoplhilus set up Mladen Medancic
with a crossing pass from the right
corner, with Medancic scoring on a
header past Xavier's goalkeeper. It
was the seventh goal of the season for
Medancic.
Xavier came back to tie the match
with 5:39 left on a goal by Doug Moon.

CLIPPING SALE

FreeDelivef

75* OFF
^(JPIN

All interested men welcome.
All Rushes start at 7:30

QQOD THRU n/30/82

4 pm

But BG's second-place finish in the
Ohio Collegiates qualified the Falcons
for the Midwest Championships to be
held in Bowling Green in late April. It is
the fourth straight year the Falcons
have qualified for the tourney.

°/vINFLATION

Any medium pizza
with one or more items

l"TZZaopfN

BUT THE scrum - rugby's version of
football's "trenches" - dealt the key
injury to Rossi, as the Falcons fought for
possession of the ball during the MU
match.
"Brad (Rossi) anchors the entire
scrum for us," BG captain Greg Westervelt said. "He apparently broke his foot
when his boot split in the second half.
The pain had to be intense, but he stayed
in there."
The match was even until the last
minute as neither team could break the
other's defense. But disaster struck for
the Falcons when a BG player slipped
while waiting to field a Redskin punt
MU winger Justin Whalen charged in
on his own kick and scooped up the loose
ball, before diving into the corner for the
score.
With the loss, BG ends its fall season at

ITS OUR

91 OFF
0NE

cons ground out an 8-0 shutout. Dave
Dennings and Bill Miller each had tries,
as the Falcons won the opportunity to
meet MU in the championship match.
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Of all things, foot problems proved to
be the ultimate downfall of the Bowling
Green club rugby team as the Falcons
lost the Ohio Collegiate championship
match to archrivaT Miami, 4-0, last
weekend.
It was one broken foot and one accidental slip in the mud that spelled disaster for the Falcons. The broken foot
belonged to massive Falcon prop Brad
Rossi, whose reduced effectiveness
played a crucial part in the loss. Meanwhile, the accidental slip resulted in the
only points scored in the match between
two teams.
BG reached the championship match
by defeating Cincinnati in two tight
matches.
In the first match, the Bearcats' Darryl Rice gave UC a 3-0 lead on a late first
half penalty kick. BG retaliated with a
try by senior scrum half Danny Reed for
a 4-3 lead.
THE COLD weather had played a part
in the slow action of the first half, but the
scenario was quickly reversed in the
second half as fireworks began to flj
In a span of only 10 minutes
lea
changed hands four times. UC regained
the lead on a Rice try in the corner, but
BG fought back to go up, 8-7, on a try by
winger Brad Mossman.
BG put the finishing touches on UC in

S Kickers nip Xavier on last-minute goal

COUPON —

DO YOU:
LIKE PEOPLE?
HAVr LOTS OF ENERGY?
WArvr TO GET INVOLVED?..

DlTTft''

Falcon ruggers second
in Collegiate tourney

p

EXP. 12/51/82

Wc Exptciilly \\ rlcumr V. omen Employed
« BGSU

the season, then I am very
pleased," Zwierlein said.
Last Friday, senior divers Phil Koester and
Dave Rinehart combined
their efforts to win the one
and three-meter diving.
Koester and Rinehart
weren't challenged at all in
the three-meter event, as
the difference between
BG's divine score and the
score of runner-up Eastern
Michigan was 58.
Koester and Rinehart
had little trouble with the
one-meter event as well.
They led the Falcon divers
to a total score of 445.35.
BG won its third event at
the end of the relays by
winning the 400-yard freestyle relay. Swimming in
the relay were Mike Ross,
Jeff Layne, Dave Ebling
and Matt Lenhart.
"We swam against some
top teams. Oakland University (of Michigan) was
Division II national champions last year," Zwierlein
said. "We also faced last
year's Mid-American Conference champions, Eastern (Michigan), and
Miami University and
Kent State - who are also
looked upon as MAC contenders.
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"itis finger bckingood

K«ntiduj fried QMh*
BOWLING GREEN DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN
1020 N Main
Sun-Thurs Until 10 p.m.
Fr
352-2061
>& Sat Until 10:30 p.m.

9
'FREMONT

•PORT CLINTON

/^Talk it over, over a cup of Orange Cappuccino. Creamy-rich, witi
an orange twist, it's a little bit of la dolce vita. And it's just one of six delicious K
diffeient flavors
w
^('t
from General Foods' "
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS' INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
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BG back in first after cruising past Cards
by Joe Menzer

Green crowd got jacked up a little
bit." BG head coacn Denny Stolz said.
"Hell, if (Central's) ahead, don't give
The first announcement boomed the score until half time. I didn't want
over Doyt Perry Field's public ad- it announced if Miami was behind."
dress system early in the second
Even though the game's final staquarter of Bowling Green's game tistics indicated otherwise. BG conwith Ball State, last Saturday.
trolled the game against Ball State
"Central Michigan 0 ... and Mi- just enough tor the Falcons to cruise
ami ... 13," said the announcer -and to a 28-7 win.
with that, the crowd of 21,404 and
BG's win - coupled win Miami's 23BG's whole football team went wild. 0 defeat of Central Michigan in Oxford
Falcon wide receiver Shawn Potts - vaulted the Falcons back Into first
out-leaped everyone on the sideline; place in the MAC with just one league
on the field, one BG defensive back game remaining. BG can clinch the
slapped himself on the sides of his MAC title and a trip to the Dec. 18
helmet as if to pinch himself back to California Bowl in Fresno, Calif., with
reality.
a victory over Eastern Michigan at
The Falcons were leading Ball Perry Field, this Saturday.
State, 13-7, at the time. As the af"I ve never been to the West Coast
ternoon wore on, both BG's lead and before," said BG defensive tackle
that of Miami's over Central in- Andre Young, "but I'm gettin' my
creased - thus paving the road back swimmin' trunks ready."
into first place in the Mid-American
"WE HAVEN'T been in first place
Conference for the Falcons.
this late in the year in a long time," a
"THE TIMING was pretty good on smiling Stolz added.
that announcement. That old Bowling
The Falcons have not won an outsports editor

right MAC crown since 1964, and last
snared the title with Miami in 1965.
Ironically, it was Miami - BG's old
nemesis - who helped boost the Falcons back into first place. BG is 6-2 in
the MAC, while Miami is right behind
at 5-2 - but the Redskins play one less
conference game than the Falcons
this season. MU defeated BG, 17-12,
earlier this season in Oxford, and the
Falcons have not defeated the
Redskins in 10 years.
Central Michigan and Western
Michigan are now tied for third in the
MAC at 4-2-1, while the Falcons
knocked Ball State (4-3) from title
contention with their win over the
Cardinals.
DESPITE THE loss, BSU had more
first downs (18-9), more passing
yards (203-85), more total yards (25£
212), and ran more offensive plays
(81-56) than the Falcons. It was all
meaningless.
"We kind of played half a game on
offense," Stolz said. "We did an awful
lot of things well in the first half and In

the first part of the third quarter.
After we got three touchdowns ahead,
we relaxed a little bit."
Most of what the Falcons did well
on offense revolved around senior
tailback Chip Otten, who rushed for
107 yards and scored three touchdowns while subbing for the injured
Bryant "Cowboy" Jones.
The last of Otten's scores came on a
one-yard plunge with 12:36 left in the
third quarter. Gehad Youssef's subsequent extra-point gave BG its threetouchdown margin at 28-7.
THAT TOUCHDOWN was set up
when Young hit BSU quarterback
Jerry Eakle from behind and forced a
fumble that BG's Joe Prchlik recovered at the Cardinal five-yard line.
But BG's other scoring drives in the
game were not so short - but, as far as
the Falcons were concerned, they
sure were sweet.
The Falcons won the toss and
elected to kick off, taking the wind
instead of the ball. That decision paid
off right away, when a 22-yard punt by

BSU's Mike Schaeter gave BG its first
possession of the game at BSU's 45yard line.
Otten was the catalyst of the ensuing drive, as he carried six times for
29 yards in the 10-play drive. BG
scored on a Brian McClure-to-Greg
Taylor TD pass from four yards out
with 8:07 to play in the stanza.
The Falcons found paydirt again as
the first quarter drew to a close.
THIS TIME, rather than risking
another short punt into the fierce
Perry Field wind, BSU head coach
Dwight Wallace opted instead for a
fake punt on fourth-and-seven from
the Cardinal 37-yard line.
It didn't work, and the Falcons had
great field position again at the BSU
43. Seven plays later, Otten punched it
in from the one.
Then, on their first possession of
the second quarter, the Cardinals took
advantage of Otten's lone mistake of
the game. The compact back dropped
a punt and BSU's Tony Bonanno
pounced on the loose ball at the BG 42.

BONNANO, A reserve tailback
himself, scored BSU's lone touchdown
on a four-yard run with 12:15 left in
the half.
But shortly thereafter came the
announcement of the Miami-Central
score, and that seemed to ignite the
Falcons.
On the very next play following the
announcement, Young sprung From
his defensive tackle position like a
jack-in-the-box to stop Bonanno on a
running play right at the line of scrimmage.
"I was so fired up that I wanted to
get in there and stuff 'em right
away," an elated Young said after the
game. "With the MAC title on the line,
the way we looked at it was that we
had three chances this year. Our first
chance was when we played Miami
and lost; the second time was when
we played Toledo - and we lost again.
"This was our last chance to get the
title back and control our own destiny.
Three times and you're out, and we
didn't want to be out."

Falcon icers sweep;
retain lead in CCHA
Bowling Green's hockey team extended Its winning streak to six games
with a 4-1, 7-3 sweep over the Flames
of the University of Illinois-Chicago,
at the UIC Pavilion, last weekend.
BG is now 6-1-1 overall, and 6-0 in
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association, where they are tied with
Michigan State after the Spartans
swept Michigan, 5-2 and 4-3. The
Flames are now 1-8, and 1-5 in the
CCHA.
The Falcons used some fine goaltending by Mike David in the first
game to counter some equally solid
goaltending by UIC's Rick Blakely,
who turned in 49 saves.
In the second contest, the Falcons
broke open a close contest In the
second period by solving Blakely for
four unanswered goals, giving BG and
goaltender Wayne Collins a 5-1 lead
going into the Final period, when the
teams again played even.
BLAKELY ESTECTTVELY shut
out the CCHA's top scorer, Brian
Hills, holding the Falcon co-captain to
three assists on the weekend.
But Blakely could not hold back hotscoring Dan Kane, who played a part
in three of the four goals on Friday
(with two goals and an assist), while
adding a goal and an assist in the
second contest.
Kane has scored eight goals and
added six assists for 14 points in his
last six games. He now has 15 points
on the year.
Kane scored his two points despite
spending nearly one-third of the game
in the penalty box. During a scrap in
the second period, Kane was penalized two minutes for high sticking,
two minutes for unsportsmanlike con-

duct, and 10 minutes for misconduct.
A good part of both games was
spent with the teams skating four-onfour or on the power play, but the
Falcons' penalty killers kept the
Flames oft the board on all but one
occasion.
BOB TAYLOR was about all UIC
could offer in the way of offense, as he
flayed a part in all four of the
lames' goals on the weekend, scoring one and adding three assists.
"Chicago is a much-Improved team
over last year." BG coach Jerry York
said. "I think we did well coming
away from our first road trip with a
sweep.
"I'm also pleased with our balanced
scoring. One of the keys to our team is
that we have so many who can score,
and that takes the pressure off one or
two persons."
York also said he was pleased with
his goaltending, as both goalies
turned in their best performances of
the season. Wayne Collins turned in 35
saves in the second game, rebounding
from a 10-9 BG win over Michigan on
Oct. 30. Collins lowered his league
Boals-against average to 5.00, while
'avid sent his to 2.67.
FALCON NOTES: Freshman Gino
Cavallini and senior Kim Collins each
had two goals on the weekend, while
John Samanski, Barry Mills, Peter
Wilson and Jamie Wansbrough accounted for the other Falcons
goals ... Perry Braun had four assists in the series, while Garry Galley
and Mills each added two ... The
games drew only 2,175 and 2,491,
respectively, to the UIC Pavillion,
which has a seating capacity of 8,800.

Bowling Green tailback Chip Otten (31) divas ovar tha Una lor a touchdown during the Falcons' 28-7 triumph over Ball
State at Doyt L. Perry Field, laat weekend.

BG News photo.Jerry Cattaneo

Women tankers take Stubbs Relays Falcon men finish fifth in MAC
by Steven Qulnn
Bowling Green's women's swim
team got off to a great start this
season by winning the Tom Stubbs
Relays, last weekend, at Cooper
Pool.
BG won five of the 16 events and
took no worse than fourth place in
any of the other 11 events to earn a
winning total of 232 points.
BG head coach Ron Zwierlein
said that he feels the victory was a
team effort and added that he was
very pleased with performance his
freshmen.
"No one individual can win a
meet this large. The freshmen,
however, did an o utstandingJob in
their first collegaite meet." Zwierlein said.
BG began their triumph by winning 200-yard freestyle, butterfly

and breastroke relays.
WINNING THE freestyle was
the team of Terry Alexander, Beth
Ricketts, Annette Agee and Amy
Allender. The 200 butterfly relay
was captured by Alexander.
Jeanne Martinek, Ann Hof and
Christy Newlon, while Midge Hill,
Cathy Schmitz, Susy Walters and
Julie Long won the 200 breastroke
relay.
BG also captured the 300 breastroke and the MO freestyle relay
events toward uie end of the meet.
Winning the breastroke relay for
the Falcons were Hill, Schmitz and
Walters. The freestyle relay was
won by Agee, Allender, Debbie
Bueschlen and Amy Kindy.
Zwierlein said that he feels that
depth was a key to the team's
success as nine swimmers were
involved in the team-winning five

events.
"DEPTH DID play a factor in
the team's versatility," Zwierlein
said.
Runnner-up to BG in the final
team scores was Northern Illinios.
NIU broke a Cooper Pool record
in the 200 medley relay with a time
of 1:52.30. The old record of 1:52.74
was set by Michigan, last year.
The tankers will host nationallyranked Tennessee, this Friday, at
Cooper Pool. Zwierlein said he is
looking for a very strong field of
competition from Tennessee.
"They are a very disciplined
team and we will have to swim
very well to keep the meet close.
They have 10 national qualifiers
and six all-Americans returning,"
Zwierlein said.

by Marc Delph
sports reporter

It didn't have the intensity it did in the
past, but to the the runners who
showed up at the event, winning
meant everything.
The event was the first Mid-American Conference Invitational - not
"championship" mind you, but "invitational."
And that alone takes away everything MAC cross country teams
strived for previous to this season -to
be MAC champs. Since the conference
no longer sponsors a men's cross
country championship, the teams had
to resort to the self-sponsored invitational. The low caliber of the contest
left three MAC teams running elsewhere.
SO, OF the seven teams which
participated in the Invitational, held
last Saturday in Toledo, Central Michigan was victorious.

Bowling Green, with a huge 16-man
and 43-second gap between its first
and second runners, finished fifth.
"We didn't run as well as we
could," BG coach Mel Brodt said. "I
felt we could have finished anywhere
from second to fifth. Central ran real
well; they have to be reckoned with."
Senior Falcon Chris Koehler Hid no'
repeat as individual champion uiis
season, as CMU's Jeff Drenth earned
the honor with a time of 24:32.
Koehler crossed at 24:53, good for
second place.
Dan Gruneisen, an unfamiliar sight
at the number two spot for BG, finished 18th with a time of 25:36. His
finish was a surprise to all, as he was
just coming around after an early
season injury.
"WE DIDN'T expect him to be in
the top seven," Brodt said.
One Falcon who was expected to be
in the top seven but found the race too
much was sophomore Jeff Boutelle.

Brodt said he felt the long season was
catching up to him.
Finishing behind Gruneisen in the
23rd position for BG was Scott Creel
with a time of 25:48. Tim Brennan was
28th with 25:57; Dave Agosta was was
29th with 25:59; Bob Zink was 31st
with 26:01; and Bryan Malsam was
33rd with 26:14.
"Scott Creel ran as well as expected," Brodt explained. "Zink ran
better than at Purdue (the meet before) and Malsam was running second man for about the first three
miles, but got hit with a pain."
THI. FAirON harriers will most
likely end their long season this Saturday at the NCAA District Four Qualifier. Unless BG can put it all together
in one day, the Falcons will behanging up their spikes for the winter.
However, the whole team may not
be finished as Koehler has the potential to qualify for the NCAA
championship the following week.

Miami whitewash of CMC! leads to celebration
The suggestion was made to
Bowling Green football coach Denny
Stolz to send a thank you card to
Miami after the Redskins had
defeated Central Michigan, last
Saturday, in Oxford.
MU's victory, coupled with the
Falcons' 28-7 triumph over Ball State
at Doyt Perry Field, has lifted BG
back into first place in the MidAmerican Conference.
"No, I don't think I'll go that far,"
Stolz said with a grin. "Im not sure I
could do that. If we win (against
Eastern Michigan, this weekend)
then maybe I'll call (MU head coach)
Tom (Reed) or something. It's nice of
them but they're helping themselves
too."
BG'S WIN leaves them with a 6-2
record both overall and in the MAC.
Miami has moved into second place
with a 5-2 mark. Although both have

the same amount of losses, MU plays their own destiny. They needed to win
one less game in the conference.
their flnal three eames and hope that
Therefore, a Falcon victory this
Toledo, Ohio University and Central
Saturday will assure BG of an
would each lose one of their
remaining games.
TWO WEEKENDS ago, Central
destroyed OU, 42-18, while the
Redskins were coming from behind to
defeat UT, 21-17. Add to this MU's win
by Keith Walther
over the Chippewas last Saturday and
asst. sports editor
two BG victories, and the Falcons are
back in first. All of these were big
outright MAC title and a trip to
games, but the most crucial game,
Fresno, Calif., on Dec.18 to
according to Stolz, was played back
particicpate in the California Bowl.
on Sept. 18.
"Damn, we haven't been in first
"We are the only contender to beat
place this late in the year in a long
another contender on the road this
time," Stolz said. "We played well
season - and that was our (34-30) win
today - very well. It's a helluva
at Central," he said. "This is such a
feeling. I said all along that 7-2 would balanced league."
win it. I felt strongly about that."
Last Saturday, CMU was trying to
BG's loss to Toledo three weeks ago become the second contending team
left the Falcons with no control over to beat a contender on the road. Stolz

Sideline

knew that "it would be awful tough for
A tremendous hit by BG defensive
standout Andre Young ensued on Uie
them to win at Miami Field."
Stolz, his players, and an estimated next play. From that point on, it was
Ertisan home crowd of 21,404 all
tened carefully for the latest score
That was some hit. Huh?" Stolz
update on the MU-CMU game during
said. "I just coach. I don't know
the BSU game.
anything about that (the timing of the
WITH 12:13 LEFT in the first half announcement). But the timing was
and BG leading, 13-7, but the
pretty good. I didn't want the socre
momentum with the Cardinals, the
announced if it was the other way
announcement was strategically
around."
released:
"With ten minutes left in the first
THE CELEBRATION of a M\C
half in Oxford . . . Central Michigan title (which would be BG's first MAC
zero, Miami... 13."
title in football in 17 years) will have
to wait one more week however. The
Fans and players leaped to their
Falcons entertain Eastern Michigan
feet. Split end Shawn Potts leaped so this Saturday. The Hurons snapped
the longest losing streak in the nation
high into the air that he probably
could have out-jumped most
(27 games) last Saturday by defeating
members of the Falcon basketball
winless Kent State, 9-7.
team.
"Eastern will be on a roll. They'll

come in here and they'll be pumped
up and hard to beat, BG defensive
back Martin Bayless noted. "Up to
today we have had to depend on
others to help us. Now we control our
own destiny again.
"There is no reason why we can't
beat Eastern. But, like they say, on
any given day ... We just have to
make sure everyone will be fired up.
We just have to get them down early
like we did today; then we can party
later. And we will party if we know we
are going to California."
The odds are in BG's favor to do
just that - go to the California Bowl.
And so, maybe it would be in order for
the Falcons to send a postcard to the
Miami team from the Golden State.
You know - just to show their
appreciation.
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

A8OBTI0NS
I 24 week mrMnaliuna
epp ta rnaoa 7 days
CAU. TOLL FUSE
18003821205

Nov 8. 1982
APO. a naltoni service organlzaIron. ia looking lor an aOvaor Any
nferested lecufty stall, or sdmmav
trative personal please contact
Marsha Mat* al 352-9323 or Sua
Derveki at 352 1 762
LAW SOCIETY MEETIN0
We wa ba hokkng a meeting on
Tuaaday. Movambar 9. 1982 at 7 30
ti Room 108. Hayaa Hal Mam
borstvp « opan to al paraona vtteraatad m law school

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
• AM
10:00 P.*

t eoo-4J4-40JI

LAW SOCIETY
Daan Michael Brady ol tha Umvereity
ot Dayton Law School wa apaak 10 al
prelaw students on November 9.
1982 tor 1-4 00 pm in ma Campus
Room *> tha Uraon

Expert Typng
Reasonable Rales
CM 352 7305 altar 5pm

Minority and Human Relations
committee maatlng al 9 00
TONIGHT IN 109 B A

RAOUETSALL CLUB
Daadkne lor dues 112 00). siwl
money IS 8 25) is Nov 10 Turn in
money to Larry Blake. 31 7 Anderson
372-1592
The Universliy 8oo.Ho.. .ill be
cloaed Thursday. No%embf 11 lor
the Veterans Day Holiday.

PREGNANT AND WORMED?
Free teat and hasp
AS ConhMnlal
14191 241-9131

Found' A parr ol mens glasses at Ihe
Union Oval 372-3813
Found-Dorm key at
laundromat
across from Harshman 1 1 3 82 Can
to rdenwy 353-9935

3520835

RIDES
REDBALL EXPRESS leaving Tues
eve ol Thanksgiving break Slopping
«l Chicago Milwaukee Greenbay 8
any points *i between I have a large
car-plenty ol room For more inlo call
354-1816

SERVICES OFFERED

Make Your Own Greek Style Cabbaa* RolU Details S1 00. Astro*
Ltd. 7447 LunHas Lane. Perryaburg,
Ohio 48881
Ekg Bridget-Thanks lor being the beat
tug' It a greet to be a part ol the beat
AX tamay-are you sure it can handle
two from Beastontam*?' Thanks lor
evary-trang-l lov* my ftg" AX love
end mine. Ls" Connie
EkgMJM The dues war* loo tunny
the hunt waa a Meal. At no longer a
aecret. my big s known al last' I waa
so surprised to Ind it waa you. I'd
never had guessed Irom your outre
geoua clues' I m rust too excited, so
get psyched tor great times ahead at
A DPi" LA L LJI Cokich

Make Your Own Onset Style Pita
■reed Sandwich Details 11.00.
Aetna ltd. 7*47 LunHas lane. Pen
ryeavur*, Ohio 48681.

Frew Tobacco Samples All tor the
ssklng Details 11.00. Astros ltd.
7447 Lunltas Lane. Perrysburg,
Ohio 41551.

Dear Bag AXO Mary Your ante love*
yOu-*v*n aa much as roker skahng'
Thanks lor evoryttvng' AXO love and
nsna. umsSuew

Generate a field ol protection
eround your windows anal doors.
Detail! 13.00. Aatroa ltd. 7447 Lunltea Lane Perryaburg, Ohio 43551

Dear KM. Wain at i to the family!
I'M ao glad you are my Mttte. I'm
looking forward to all tha fun ttmee
aheed AX love and mine. Your Blg-

Getting Married? We see or rent bridal
A bridesmaids gowna-A Wedding
Creation. 38 Hahvyck Dr
Toledo
Orao-1-531-3487-1 b* west ol
Reynold* orl Hi Ave

*«*L
Dam* Bad Congrats tor being a
candksata for Sigma Chi Sweetheart'
W* luv ye. Your Phi Sdtera

2899
TYPING ALL KINDS DONE - CALL
SUE 893-4188

Calch Toledo's Energy Fair..
November 13 at Ih* Sports Arena.
Only II entry lee with departure
Irom BGSU at 11:30 am. For more
Inlo. call: Karen 352-3197 or Sue
372-4311

TUCKER TYPING
Coaegate. business, personal
Nancy 352-0809
5th Year - Ful time service

AAUW ANNUAL USED BOOK SALE
Nov 11. 9am • 8pm
Nov 12. 9am - 4pm
Trrury United Method*! Church
200 N Summit St

Clean your favorite paint brush fast
and easy without toeing shape ol
brush brinies. Details 12.00. Astros
Ltd. Perryaburg. Ohio 48881.
Clean Your Gold And Sliver Jewelry
Like The Jewelers Do For Just
Pennies Detells. 11.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunltas Lane. Perrysburg,
Onto 43511.

ANDREA SPENCER 8 CHRIS PARLON00: REMIND ME NEVER TO 00
OUT WITH YOU OUY» AGAIN YOU'RE WICKED! LOVE. KIM.

Convert Your Automobile Power
Supply For In Home CB Radio Us*.
Delaill 15.00 Astro* Lid. M47Lunilas Lane. Perrysburg. Ohio 43111

Are you Mred ol the high coat ol
home burglar protection. New denes wilt end the high coet and give
you peace ol mind Details 15.00.
Astros Ltd. 7447 Lunltas Lane Per
rysburg. Ohio 41551.

Convert Your Automobile Battery
Power To Energy For Small Appliances Details 15.00. Astros Lid.
7447 Lupins Isns. Perryaburg.
Onto 41551.

PERSONAL

Assemble Your Own Metal Detector
Faal And Eaay. Details SS 00 Aetna ltd. 7447 LunHas Una. PerryeJiurg^hko4JS51^^^^^^^

•••HOLIDAY INN""
Hippy Hours everyday, all day
every night, All NIGHT

Make Your Own Greek Style Salads
Details II .00
Astros Ltd.
7447 Lunltas Lane

JEANNIE HEIDER. Congratulations
on your engagement You aura keep
a aecret wel. thai was Ihe biggest
surprise we've ever had1 Love and
AOT The Sislers o' Kappa Delta

Perryaburg. Ohio 43551
Free CookBook All For The Aeking
Details 11.00
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LunHas Lens
Perryaburg, Ohio 43551
F.t. Garden Seed All tor Ih*
eaklng. Details 11.00. Astros Ltd.
7447 LunHas Lane Perryaburg,
Ohio 43581.
Free Letterheads Samplaa.
All For The Asking
Details 11.00
Aatroa lid.
7447 LunHas Lane
Perryaburg. Ohio 43151

Cook Greek Spring Lamb Greek
Style
Details 11.00
Astros Lid.
7447 LunHas Lane
Pettyaburg. Onto 43111

HEY THERE SPUNK'
HOW ARE YOU THESE DAYS'

WANTED
BUSINESS and EDUCATION MAJORS
INTERESTED IN:
-Personal Satisfaction
-Potential for High Income
-Working With People
-Sales and Management
-Training

118 W. WOOSTER

from 9:00-5:00, or send resume to address below:

OPEI DON-TUES 1:00 7:00
and

3opyr;ght 1981 Marvel Comics Group
A Division ol Cadence Industries Corp
All Rights Reserved

MUTUAL

LIFE ■ comrtimm* to

OPEN
Wed.-Fri. 12:00 - 7.00
Saturday i 1:00 • 7:00

Mtfiiagt-Mh. *•*•»<¥

FOR A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE - COME OUT
AND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FOR SECOND
SEMESTER NOW! WE PAY WAX, WATER
AND CABLE.

Michael Pickard
Kathleen Kainsinger
Lisa Maag
Douglas Keith Knodel
Julie Needham
Debbie Schmook

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
Editor

Dr. Robert C. Romans
Mary Jo Fabich
Nancy Hot
Beth Burand
Steve Levitt
Tony Zurca

Faculty Advisor
Graduate Advisor
Liason Administrator
Jr. Advisor
Jr. Advisor
Jr. Advisor

The officers would like to welcome the 280
new initiates into the Freshman Honorary.
Congratulations!

OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
n Related on the
Open
Tire town
mother s side
Musical groups
12 Pear shaped
Certain vegetables
instrument
Reviles
13 Exhausted
Swing around
19 Reached the top
Monetary unit
21 Greek deity
26 Workers on
AbOr
52 El
"
accounts
54 Mariner s
27 Auditors
instrument
28 Occupation
56 Fofeign
29 Vary small amount
61 Way out
30 Orchestra pieces
31 Upper Ger
62 Argentine name
63 ■
wen
33 Japanese name
from 1941-44
64 Irritate
35 Dobbinscousm
65 Piece ol land
66 Depend |on|
36 Golf Dag -tern
37 Summer
67 Traf'ic sign
acquirements
39 Kind ot bread
43 Old World plant
DOWN
45 Renounce
solemnly
1 Ol I end
2 Gelling agent
46 Having a shine
47 Proficient
3 Musical round
4 Covers of a son
48 Bnndiedog
5 Inscribed stone
49 Extreme
Ship
50 Racing shell
slabs
Not m tavo* ol
53 Affectionate
6 Cement
Wearing a
55 Branch angle
? River to the
dressir.g gown
56 Grain container
Volga
Russian sea. arm
57 Concoction
8 Exploit
ot the Arctic
59 Legendary bird
San Francisco Bay 9 Comely
60 Bravo
to Com
deni*en

34
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40
41
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roe SALE

To nay fereat Bn), Taml: Thank you
lor a great hunt and remember the
good limes have iuet begun! I am
dedicating Ihe song Rocky III just
lor you. Alpha Chi Love, Cindy.

RIEKER SKI BOOTS
WORN ONCE - UKE NEW
MUST SELL -840 00
CALL 372 4425

NIKE SHOE SALE
CANVAS AND LEATHER
LAKE ERIE SPORTS

Cannon AE—1 35 mm camera excaSenl condition -8235 00 Cal 2
4224
74 Mercury Comet. 3 apd. on floor,
pa. 75.000 mass large 6. Pioneer
caaeatte. snow tires Tan . 3524466

STOP"1
WAIT"i
Don't haul your bicycle home
for the winter Store it
here in BG 'or only
StO O0 bicycle
luly insured
520 00-motorcycle tuly insured
352 7058
8-5 weekdays

FOR RENT
Apartments lor Rent'
Leasing tor second aemester 1 or 2
Bedroom arjartmenta-Furreehed and
unfurraahed 8180 or 8 220 mo
352 2276 unhl 6 352 0232 or
352-6802
Apt to sublet sprxig sem One bed
room m Campos Manor Great Location lor Winter 8300imo plus uts
Cable TV. Cal Ann 352-0083

Students1 Come on down to Sks Zone
and get S tokens for $1 00 w.
student O 132 N Mam
Sua Sen. congratulations on being
chosen Sigma Chr Sweetheart1 You
are the best little m the world1 Dana
Gamma Love 4 Mine. Big Ann
Sue Torok s Ji Purtell
I Love my famey
love m AKO and mine. Maureen

The pledges of Alpha Qavnrna Delta
are having Tuck-ins from Nov 7-11
Prices range from $1-$2 Hanoi too
late'Can 372 1BJ2
TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
LADIES NMHTTHE BEST IN NORTHWEST OHIO1
LOCATEO IN STADIUM VIEW
PIAZA
To 2 of the nicest gentlemen I ever
met. ELF AND GRIF. you guys are
Ihe best1 Don't be such strangers
okay' Have a great day'
T-e**1 aMk screening. H your not
getting your thirls Irom JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying Mo
much!' Joans N' Things. 531 Ridge
St
Make Your Own Ginger Beer Al
Home
Details 11.00
Aalroa Lid
7*47 LunHaa Lane
Perryaburg. Ohio 43551
WFAL 1(0 AM
antoye...
LADIES NITE'
tonight
COLLEGE STATION
Stadium View Plan
PONY NITE
Genny-Little Klngs-OM Milwaukee
NO COVERI
Main SI. 352-1703

Must Rent Jon 83 t Bdrm Apt
165/mo Gaalncl 4th St Cal Beth or
Tan 354-131 7
Town* House Apartments
2 bedroom-tum-unfurn
long 4 short looses
8225 00 and up
Rentals. B-7 353 5891
You owe II to yoursetl to check out
Mid Am Manor 8 Charles Tower Apts
cat 362-4380 SunThurs 10 302 30. 352-7361 Mon-Fn
5 00
6 00 pm.
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMEO CALL
DAVID. I 362 3110
1 8 2 Bedroom Apts Avawebte 352
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120
after 3 00 pm
Largo 4 bdrm home on N. Enter
prise. 8375 plus Ufa Immediate
occupancy Col Broker Realty at

353-8681
Grad
etudents. profeeeionefe looking tor 2nd semester housing9
Consider a tuty furnished studio t
bedroom furnished or unfurnished
apartment in quiet landscaped surroundngs fust 8 minutes from cam.
pus Located near two shopping
centers Spring eemeeter rental eppk
cationa are now bevig accepted Cat
352-7245 or vent Lampkght Court
Apartments. 995 South Mat Sheet
2 bedroom fum apt Heat, water.
Cabas TV paid . parking lot laundry
fadttea. S286/mo One oponayg
now. also several Spring Semester
opervnga Cal 352-7162
Foraat Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Nowlove Real Estate.

S3

1

WANTED
Affluent suburban Cleveland couple lovely home wish lo adopt newborn Caucestan baby Al expenses
paid. Strictest confidence
1210]
362-2703 evenings 4 weekends
F Rmte needed tor Spr Sam . 2
bdrm apt . 2 ful baths, dsjhwesher. gdrepi. xtra close! apace, laundry
laokties i more' Pay only rent and
alec Cal 354 3008

Wanted F rmmta tor apr aim
Acrosa from Mac Quad Low Rani

STUDENTS 8 FACULTY
We stal have some race apartments
avaaabkt Give us a cal tor al your
housing needa NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 336 S Mam 352-5620
2 Bdrm duplex - cloee to BGSU
8280 per mo 8 ulikties Cal 3523228 after 6 00 p m
Apt avaaeole 12:17.82
wanted. 8620 semester
Msnor 352 1966

Tked ot roommates? Enfoy peace 8
jurat In our luly furnished aludto apt
sign up now for 2nd semester ot take
advantage of our Fal specavs' Charing Cross Apts. 1017 S Main SI,

3520590

3528554
3 roommates needed to share 5
bedroom house with 2 other*
SI 00;mo 303 E Merry St Cloee lo
campus Immadlate operang avaaable Cal 354 1543

Female
Campus

Houeea & apts tor rent
I 983-84 school year
1-267-3341
1 4 2bdrm apts
Conversant. apaoous-Moodowview
Courts
362-1196.

SIGN-UP PROCEU0RE: At the time of sign-up, you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form for each Interview or overflow
your schedule Qualified candidates are those who meet the academic degrees, majors and graduation dates requested by the
employers listed below Those not meeting the requirements will not be interviewed. Only permanent residents (U.S. citizens) are
considered unless otherwise indicated

39

U

II

So you're not getting older? Wel.
we'l see what the New Year brings
Unte then hav« fun & happy 22nd
Love. Me m D

The following employers and school systems win be on campus Ihe week of November 29 to interview Quarried candidates.
Sign-Up lor these interviews will be as follows: December grads wilt sign up on Tuesday November 9, from 7:30 am. to 8:00 am.
May and August grads will sign up on Wednesday, November 10, from 7.30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Sign Up for Education schedules
will be held on Thursday, November 18, from 8:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. All Sign ups will be held In the Forum of the Student Services
Building

F~

37

41

8106 60 dairy earntnga working 1-3
hra a day at home Your earnings
luly. guaranteed in writing For complete detaaa & appacahon please
send a SSAE to 0 B 2519 A Street
Middtelown. Ohio 45042

PLACEMENT
INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

»

"

We are looking for a peraon(a) interested In chad development to care for
our 4 yr ok) a ft month old children
on MTWRF. 8.00-5 00 Wasng lo
consider rob sharing by 2 port time
students Cal Dave al 352-2548
PM cal 352-4214

Save Money On Your Neil Windshield Cleaner Solution. Details
11.00. Astra* lid. 7447 luntlaa
lane. Perrysburg. Ohio 43551.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Spring Sem . StOSrmo 4 Unities.
Cloee to campus Cal 352-BQ14

GX5
FALCONS

11

"

OVERSEAS JOaS-Summerfyear
round. Europe. S Amor., Australia
Am
All Fleldi. 8100-81200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free inlo
Write IJC Bos 92-043 Corona Del
Mar, CA 12828.

354 2260 or 352 6553

ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED

42
43
44
46
*7
50
51

125 W From Street
Perrysburg. OH 43551
874-1988

W6"

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

OFFICE - 400 Napoleon Rd
Phone 352-9135

ACROSS
1 Playwright
Connelly
b Los Angeies
phenomenon
9 Prepares as
potatoes
t« Operatic prince
15 Small child
16 Amess
17 —morgana
(mirage)
18 Annoy greatly
20 Wear lo threads
or shreds
22 Far East holiday
23 Piece ot paper
money
24 Calendar term
26 Under most
lavoraDie
conditions
2' Exclusive
group
30 Asian capital
32 Devout
33 Subway

KM

CONGRATULATIONS to the 1982-1983 officers of

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffc
mi I - -sea*. 1 -

ulropffiA^sociAms

LUTHERAN

5255 Hill Ave.
Toledo, Ohio

EUROPE: BABYSITTING FOR IS
■enerHs: rmfbd. salary, lima for
travel and study, Inlerrnellon on
Swilrariand and 12 other countrie*.
Send 810 cash/check to C. Steinbruchat. PO So. 152, 0028 Zurich,
SwHiertend.

RUSH ZBT -CINEMA
NIGHT WITH BELUSHI'S ANIMAL
HOUSE
LOCATEO IN OLD FRAT
BOW MOVIES START AT 7 30 TONIGHT
^^

THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO
MADE MY 21ST BIRTHDAY SO
MEMORABLE
YOU GUYS ARE
GREAT' MUCH LOVE. KIM

SALARY PLUS COMMISSION

HELP WANTED

Mas* Your Ovrn Greek Stylo Spinech Pie
Details 11.00
Astros Lid.
7447 Lunltas Lena)
Perrysburg, Ohio 42991

SUZY WHAT I MEANT TO SAY
WAS.
CAN WE BE SEXUAL
FRIENDS'' IHEE' HEE')

Sign-ups still available for November 16th at the University Placement Office

1 F. roommata apr earn by Mac
Waal 133 a mo no utaWe* 352
3818

Raatora Your TV Plclur* Tuba To Ho
Original Brightnaaa. End Costly TV
Plclur* Tuba R*pfac*m*nta Forovar. Datalls 14.09. Astro* Ltd. 7447
LunHaa lan*. Parryaburg. Ohio
4M451.

Recotve 113 different magazines
Irom National Publishers thai oiler
no cost subscriptions on s continuing basli Detail! 15.00. Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Line. Perryaburg.
Ohio 43151.

Keep warm Has winter' Sublease 1
bdrm apt Al uM pd S250 unlurn
Aval Jan 1 Spa membership ncl
Cal 352 3083

1 F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 83S
4TH ST , BTVVN HIGH 1 S COLLEGE
SSSO'SEM. FURNISHED
CALL 352 0750

Raatora Your Autoraoblla 4 Truck
Baflory To Ha Original Condition
Dotalla 11.00. Aatroa Lid 7447 Lie
ntlas lan*. Porryaburo.. Ohio 43591 ■

Receive Free Simples. Aide, and
Booklet* All lor the Ailing. Details
11.00. Astro* LTD. 7447 LunHas
Lane. Perryaburg. Ohio 43151.

Kappa Sig Pledges Thanka foe your
sweet serenading You're great' luv.
The Phi Mu Ply a

2 Female Roommates needed Spr mg
Semeeter Cloee to Campus, 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352-4082

Rsstors Fin* Fumrhjr* To Ha Orlolnal Appoaranea. Dotalla It.00. Aalroa lid. 7447 lonHaa lan*.
Parryaburo Ohio 43551.

Prevent Sweat And Frost From Irv
skto 01 Windows Ol Automobile!.
Trucks, Vane, Homes. And Gauge-. Detalla 11.00. Aatroa lid.
7447 LunHaa Ian*. Perryaburg,
Ohio 41111.
.

JUDY K (The Smite Factory) Thanka
ever so much lor the concern and
encouragemen! you gave me last
Tuesday You certainly have given
the word FRIEND a special new
meaning' Smiles and sunshine' Love
and Thanks JOYCE Y

NEEDED SOMEONE TO SUBLET
WINTHBOP TERRACE APT , NAPOLEAON ROIONE BEDROOM) AFTER DEC 24 CALL 352-*g45

Raplata Your tJtvaraara And SUvarplata With Raal Sllvar. Do.. Not
Manor If Ham Baan Platad Mtoro Or
Not Datalls 12.00. Astros Ltd 7447
LunHaa Una. Porryaburo., ONo
43181

Personalized Musical Messages
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the tacts-we write
and sing the song
352-5441

Intramural 3-pfayer co-ad volleyball
entries due Nov. 10. Pick up and
drop orl entries on 108 SRC.

2 MALE roonvnatea needed lor
Spring Semester Dishwaaher, cable
TV. RavA negohabM pteaee cal 354
1B93

Ohio 41651.

BEER BLAST TONIGHT
DANCE TO ROCK, DISCO. AND
FUNK. MAIN ST. 152-3703

Make Your Own Greek Style Salad
Dr.nlng
Detain 11.00
Aalroa ltd.
7447 lunltas Line
Parryobsarp,Ohio 48861

1 M. ntava. needed neurt aemoalei.
MM Bern., 7th St. Call 194-1072.

Bamovo Tarnaah torm Uvrsrwara.
Starling, Coppor. and Braaa In 3101
mlnuts*. Datalls 11.00. Aatroa Ltd.
7447 Lunltas Lan*, ParryaH.ro.

Make Your Own Greek Style Beklava. Delilli 11 00
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LunHaa Line
Plrrylburg. Ohio 41551

HEY KAT WOMAN:
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY!
You're F.nlatllc1
We toy* you, Hulh and Marten*.

Eliminate Roaches A Bugs Irom
your home effectively. Details
11.00. Aatroa ltd. 7447 Lunltas
lane. Perryaburg, Onto 43551.

Hamova Mtnaral buildup In your
auto * truck radiators. Details
If .00. Aatroa Ltd 7447 LunHas
Lan* Parrtsbun. OUa* 4W1.

Make Your Own Greek Kyi* Stud
Baby Eggplant. Details 11.00.
Aatroa Ltd.
7447 LunHaa lane.
Perrysburg. OhU 41551

HAIR UNLIMITED
141 W. Wooster 353-3211
Walk-Ins Welcome

Eliminate Major Motor Overhauls
Forever. Details 12.00. Aatroa ltd.
7447 LunHaa Lane, Perryaburg.
Ohio 43511.

LEE RIVET MDtH BAGGIES. ALL
SIZES BACK IN STOCK. JEANS N'
THsTMS - SSI WOOE ST.

Make Your Own Or*** Style Stun
Green Pepper*. Details 11.00.
Astros lid.
7447 LunHas Line
Perryaburg. Onto 43551

HAIR UNLIMITED
141 W. WOOSTER
352-3211
WALK-INS WELCOME1

Eliminate Glare From Windows.
Skylights. Store windows. And
Windshield! Save Money From
Feded Carpeting And FurnHure.
Save Money On Heating And Air
Conditioning Cost. Details 12.00.
Astros ltd. 7447 Lunltas Ian*. Perrysburg. Ohio 43511.

nactvofli* All Haul nama At Horn*
Without Tha Ua* Ol Elactrlclt, Or
lama. Datalls 12.04). Astros Ltd
7447 Lunltas Ian*. Parrysouro.
ONoaaMI,

Make your own diode controlled
auxiliary baltTy tor your car. boat,
van. Dtvtce Ia also useful to campera and ouldooraman. Details 11.00
Astro Ltd. 7447 LunHaa Ian*. Parrysburg, Ohio. 41511

Great yob George and Mete, fraternity
tennis champions Irom
KAPPA
SIGMA Good luck in your al campus
match

Eliminate Engine Piston Ring Replacement! Forever. Details 12.00.
Astros ltd 7447 LunHas lane. Perrysburg. Ohio 41551.

Make Your Own Greek Style Sandwich Sauc*.
Detail! 11.00.
Ailroi Ltd
7447 LunHaa Lane
Perrysburg. Onto 48861

IT Abby. Welcome to the lamHy' I
nope you were surer em Wed night
You are so spec* to me Get pay
chad lor good times' Delia Zeta love
and mine. Your Big. Meg

Grand la" LuAnn. Welcome to Ih*
famey' W*'re going to have Iota of
good hmea A I'm so proud of you' OZ
Love. Lynn.

PONY NT IE
Oenny-little Kings-Old Mllweukee
NO COVER!
Main 8t 352-3703

Congratulations Amy Howe* on being
selected Pr. ot the week We the*
your greet' Luv. Your Phi Sisters

Typng-Accurate. Feat and Proleeaional at reeaonable rates Can 423-

LOST GOLD S-UNK BRACLET
GREAT SENTIMENTAL VALUE RE
WABO CAU 372 8124
I lett my coet on the 2 00 bus
returreng Irom Dime 10-28-82 It you
P«*ed it up please cat 25914

Can Jim 153-7011

Frew Stiver Pollah AH lor Ihe
Aeking. Details 12.00. Aatroa Lid.
7447 Lunltai Lane. Perrysburg,
Ohio 41151.

Brothers end Sailers ot Sigma Epeeon
Chi Gel psyched lor Ihe orgy oops
0MI say mer>
Buy your aaarm hizry-gremt
m University Hall today!

PROFESSIONAL TVPINQ
DaaartaMna. The**, ate

LOST AND FOUND

Customised T-Shlrts A Jerseys tor
your grows or organisation

Bonne You don't know how excited I
am to be a part ol the best DZ larrwy
ever' Thanx ogam tor the super hunt Tommy' sure made it exciting Get
ready lor some special time* • remember we've only mat begun DZ
love A mm*. Your Squid Tereaa

MR D.J. ENTERTAINMENT
Pirtles. weddings, dances
1-S87-67H.

Minority Students m HaaMh is hev
fig a meeting tonight at 7 00 pm *i
11S Educ Bug Three speakers w*
be there from Physical Therapy.
Nursing and Medical Technology Al
are welcome Refreshments wa be
served

Assemble Your Own High Precision
Tachometer For Hell The Coal
Details 11.00. Aatrae Ltd. 7447 Lunltas Lane. Perrysburg. Ohio ajSSt.

l
^
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BUSINESS AND ORGANIZATIONS

DATE OF VISIT

INTERESTED IN

U S AIR FORCE
Bowling Green. OH

11-30-82

LEADERSHIP/MGMT POSITIONS. PILOT 8 NAVTG
AREAS: Any 4 yr dog or higher. Dec .
May. Aug grads HI

ARMOUR-DAIL COMPANY
Farmington, Ml

SALES REP B/Seaavj/Satee. Doc only 121

UARCO, INC
Adrian. Ml

12-01-82

U S NAVY. OFFICER PROGRAMS
Bowhng Green. OH

12-02-82

SCHOOLS
SHAKER HEIGHTS CITY SCHOOL 04STRICT
Shaker Heights OH

1202-82

ACCOUNTING MGMT TRNEE B/Acct . May.
Aug grads (1)
CO44t*SSl0lvED OFFICERS I17l»«eth. So . Chsm
Prryslcs. Nursing. Ease Tech.. Aerolech
Dec. May. Aug grade (11
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS Doc . May. Aug
Trade (1)

